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bstract

We present a new multi-solid multi-channel (M3) thermal–hydraulic model for the analysis of the International Thermonuclear
xperimental Reactor (ITER) Cable-In-Conduit Conductors (CICC). The model discretizes the cross section of an ITER CICC

nto M current carrying cable elements (e.g., the six last-but-one cabling stages—the petals), coupled with N hydraulic channels
e.g., the six petals + the central channel) and K non-current carrying solid components (e.g., the jacket of the CICC), with M, N
nd K arbitrary integers. Along each of the M + K solid components a 1D transient heat conduction equation is solved, whereas
long each of the N channels three Euler-like 1D equations, derived from the conservation laws for compressible He flow, are
olved. The resulting quasi 3D model, in which 1D equations are coupled by heat and mass transfer between the different CICC

3
omponents, is implemented in the M code and validated against experimental results from the ITER Good Joint sample and
he ITER Poloidal Field Conductor Insert Full Size Joint Sample. The new code is able to reproduce with good accuracy the

easured temperature gradients on the CICC cross section, provided sufficiently accurate input data are available.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The superconducting magnets of the International

hermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) will be
ound using Cable-In-Conduit Conductors (CICC).
ecause of the multi-stage and multi-channel structure
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f the ITER CICC, the analysis of thermal–hydraulic
ransients requires sophisticated computational tools.

ost of the present validated codes, like Mithrandir
1], M&M [2] and THELMA [3], assume on each cross
ection a uniform temperature for the superconducting

trands and a uniform (typically different) temperature
or the helium in the annular (cable) region. However,
ests of short full-size ITER CICC samples in the SUL-
AN facility at Villigen PSI, Switzerland, have shown
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hat azimuthal temperature gradients arise under partic-
lar external heating conditions. The test of two of those
amples is particularly relevant here: the Good Joint
GJ) sample in 1999 [4], and the Poloidal Field Conduc-
or Insert Full Size Joint Sample (PFCI-FSJS) in 2004
5]. During those tests, the presence of temperature gra-
ients in the bundle region of the full-size conductors
as revealed by so-called local heaters, combined with

n adequate positioning of the temperature sensors.
Furthermore and perhaps more importantly, local

emperature non-uniformities may arise in the annular
egion also because of intrinsic reasons, e.g., the local
verheating of a single strand reaching current sharing
s first cable element in the CICC [6]. Indirect evidence
or the latter type of phenomena comes, e.g., from the
o-called “sudden quench” in NbTi conductors, which
as been so far explained (but only qualitatively) as
he combined effect of magnetic field and thermal gra-
ients on the conductor cross section, coupled to a
ossible current non uniformity [5].

It is therefore essential to extend the modelling
apabilities of the Mithrandir code, moving in some
ense from a 1D to a quasi-3D model of the
ICC thermal–hydraulics. The same model will be

mplemented in the thermal–hydraulic module of the
HELMA code [7].

Here, we present a multi-solid multi-channel model
or the analysis of thermal–hydraulic transients in
TER-relevant CICC, and we apply the new tool
o the simulation of transients in a CICC driven
y local heaters, which can heat selectively only

portion of the cable annular region. Although other
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ulti-solid multi-channel models have already been
resented in [8,9], this is, to the best of our knowledge,
he first time that such a model is used to reproduce the

easured temperature evolution during heating tests of
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ull-size ITER CICC, with the evidence of temperature
on-uniformity on the cable cross section.

. Multi-solid multi-channel model

The Multi-solid Multi-channel Mithrandir (M3)
odel describes the thermal–hydraulic transients on

uperconducting cables, which consist of:

N channels with supercritical helium (SHe) forced-
convection flow (subscript i).
M current-carrying solids, also called Cable Ele-
ments (CE), which may go from the strand to the
whole cable level (subscript j).
K other (non current-carrying) solids, like jacket,
central spiral, wrappings, . . . (subscript k).

This extends significantly the capabilities of the
odel with respect to its parent, the Mithrandir code

1], wherein N = 2, M = 1 and K = 1 were hardwired.
hile a similar structure is also adopted in [8], the num-

er of channels in [9] is fixed by the number of CEs,
ince in that model each CE is surrounded by two layers
f helium. Therefore, the model in [9] introduces arti-
cial boundaries between hydraulic channels, which

ncrease the number of unknown (free) parameters of
he simulations.

For each He channel a set of Euler-like fluid
quations in the non-conservative (primitive) variables
peed (v), pressure (p) and temperature (T) is solved,
erived from mass, momentum and energy conserva-
ion laws:

ν,i −
(

wi − v2
i

2
− c2

Φi

+ gzi

)
Λρ,i

]

viΛν,i −
(

wi − v2
i

2
− ΦiCv,iTi + gzi

)
Λρ,i

] (1.1)

here c is the sound speed, Φ is the Gruneisen parame-
er,w is the He enthalpy, z is the height,Cv is the specific
eat at constant volume, g is the gravity acceleration,

is the angle between the vertical (upwards) direction

nd the flow direction and the Λ terms represent the
ources in the mass (subscriptρ), momentum (subscript
) and energy (subscript e) equations, respectively,
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power in steps, showing that a temperature difference
>0.5 K could arise in the conductor, for a heating power
∼6.3 W and with mass flow rate ∼6.8 g/s.
L.S. Richard et al. / Fusion Engin

ncluding both advective and conductive contributions
o the transverse fluxes between different cable com-
onents. As, to the best of our knowledge, no validated
odels are presently available for either contribution,
e assume here that the advective fluxes are driven
y the pressure difference between two neighboring
e channels, as in [1], while the conductive fluxes are
riven by the temperature difference, again as in [1].
e includes also the thermal coupling between He and

olid components. Small differences are present in Eq.
1.1) with respect to the model in [8], concerning the
ontribution of the gravity term, here accounted for,
nd the contribution of cross section variations along
he channels that is neglected here.

The temperature of each CE is modeled by the tran-
ient 1D heat equation

AjρjCj

∂Tj

∂t
+ Aj

∂

∂x

(
kj

∂Tj

∂x

)
= ΓHe,j + ΓSt,j + ΓJk,j + QJoule,j + Qext,j (1.2)

here Aj is the CE transverse area, ρj the CE den-
ity, weighed on the different components, Cj the CE
pecific heat, weighed on the different components, kj

he CE thermal conductivity, weighed on the differ-
nt components, Γ He,j accounts for the heat transfer
etween He channels and the j-th CE, Γ St,j accounts
or the heat transfer between the CE’s and the j-th CE,

Jk,j accounts for the heat transfer between the other
olids and the j-th CE, QJoule is the Joule linear power
W/m) generated in the CE and Qext,j is the external
inear power going into the CE.

The remaining K solids are also modelled by means
f Eq. (1.2) with QJoule = 0, as they carry no current in
he model.

The coupling between the different components
CE–CE, CE–channel, channel–channel, solid–solid,
olid–CE, solid–channel) is defined in input by means
f a coupling matrix. The final set of equations, contain-
ng 3 × N + M + K equations, is discretized and solved
n a fixed mesh as described in [1,2], resulting in the
mplicit coupling among all components.
. The Good Joint (GJ) sample local heater
ests

The GJ sample consists of two full-size CICC’s,
ooled from bottom to top with SHe at ∼1 MPa and

F
s
p
r
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.5 K. The main conductor data are reported in [4]. A
ocal heater (active area ∼24 mm azimuthal × 126 mm
xial) was mounted on one leg for calorimetric cali-
ration purposes, but it turned out to be also useful
n verifying the speculation on the presence of a non-
omogeneous temperature in the bundle region [4]. An
dditional temperature sensor (T4, see Fig. 1a) was
nstalled for that purpose on the conductor ∼250 mm
i.e., about half a petal pitch) downstream of the end
f the heater, rotated azimuthally by 180◦ with respect
o the temperature sensor T6. All the above-mentioned
emperature sensors measure directly the SHe temper-
ture. Finally, the central channel in these tests was
locked with a rubber pipe.

The tests were performed at different mass flow
ates using the local heater, increasing the heating
ig. 1. (a) Sketch of the layout of the local heater and temperature
ensors on one GJ leg (taken from [4]). (b) Sketch of a possible CE
osition on the conductor cross section at the beginning of the heater
egion in the GJ test.
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T4 and T6 are strongly influenced by the azimuthal
position of the cable with respect to the heater (for
HHeHe < 10 W/(m2 K) the petals are basically adia-

1 A reasonable order of magnitude for HHeHe can be deduced from
the analysis of the thermal-hydraulic tests of the PFCI-FSJS [11],
where a global heat transfer coefficient H of ∼ 150–250 W/(m2 K)
is deduced from the analysis of the heat step propagation along the
conductor at a mass flow rate of ∼6 g/s. If the heat transfer coefficient
from the hole side is much larger than that from the bundle side, a
610 L.S. Richard et al. / Fusion Engin

.1. M3 model

The heating of one leg of the GJ conductor by the
ocal heater is a fully 3D problem, which we try here to
implify in order to apply the M3 code. The simulation
f the local heater tests of the GJ sample was already
ttempted with the M&M code [2], modeling each petal
s a conductor (without central channel), and account-
ng explicitly for the mass and energy transfer between
he different conductors [10]. That exercise gave a
ualitative agreement with the experimental results;
oreover, the coupling between the different cable

omponents was treated in explicit and this turned out
o be a limiting factor in the simulations, in view of the
trong thermal–hydraulic coupling among the petals.

In order to simulate the local heater tests with the
3 code, we model six CEs, each coupled with its

ydraulic channel – thus reproducing the petal struc-
ure of the conductor, see Fig. 1b, and a single jacket
under the assumption that the blocked central chan-
el is adiabatic, i.e., neglecting the heat capacity of the
piral delimiting the central channel and of the rubber
ube pulled inside). The channels are thermally cou-
led through a heat transfer coefficient, HHeHe, which
s in principle unknown and therefore used here as a
ree parameter, while we assume zero thermal cou-
ling between the different CEs and between the jacket
nd the CEs. In principle, the petals can also exchange
ass through the perforation of the petal wrapping,

ut this mass transfer and the associated energy trans-
er is neglected here in order to reduce the number of
nknown parameters. We further assume that the mass
ow rate splits equally among the six hydraulic chan-
els, whereas the “triangles” between the petals and the
acket are neglected.

We assume that the deposited heat only goes into the
able, i.e., no conduction across the jacket is accounted
or. Heating the jacket, as in the experiment, would
llow in principle to simulate also the transient phase
f the temperature evolution, but the only way to repro-
uce a heating affecting only a portion of the jacket
ith M3 is to separately model several thermally cou-
led “jackets”, which is feasible but rather cumbersome
nd possibly not very useful in view of the many other

ncertainties in the problem. Therefore, in the com-
arison with the experimental data presented here, we
ill focus on the steady-state (plateau) temperatures
easured at the sensors.

r
H
T
t
o

nd Design 82 (2007) 1607–1613

A realistic model of the heating should also account
or the cable twisting under the heater, evaluating the
raction of the total power deposited in each petal. We
ssume that the local heater acts azimuthally on an
ngle of ∼60◦, and that at the axial location where
he heater starts, it affects mainly petal #1, see Fig. 1b.
owever, in view of the uncertainty on the azimuthal
osition of the petals under the heater, any position
n the range [−30◦, 30◦] around the reference one is
n principle possible for the axis of petal #1. Since
he petal twist pitch is an input parameter (nominal
alue p = 410 mm), the repartition of the heating power
mong the petals located under the heater, as well as
he position of the petals in the portion of the conductor
rom the heater to the temperature sensors, can be com-
uted from simple geometrical considerations. It is thus
traightforward to deduce which petal is located under
4 and under T6. In this frame, the computed tempera-

ure evolution at the sensor locations will depend only
n the azimuthal position of the petals under the heater
nd on HHeHe.

.2. Computed results

In Fig. 2a, the steady-state temperatures at T4 − T6
ave been computed as a function of the initial
zimuthal position of CE #1, with progressively
ncreasing HHeHe, for a mass flow rate of 6.8 g/s and
or maximum heating power (i.e., the case with the
aximum temperature difference between T4 and T6).
t high HHeHe = 10,000 W/(m2 K) the coupling among

he petals is so strong that no difference is com-
uted between T4 and T6, as expected. For values of

in the range 10–1000 W/(m2 K), 1 the computed
easonable assumption in a model of series of thermal resistances,
is basically representative of the bundle heat transfer coefficient.

hen, since the Reynolds number, Re, in each petal is approximately
he same as the Re in the bundle, we can assume as reasonable order
f magnitude of HHeHe ∼ 100 W/(m2 K).
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ig. 2. Temperature difference T4 − T6 as a function of the azimu
egins, computed using different values of the heat transfer coeffic
he experimental value is also reported, with its errorbar.

atic). The change in sign of (T4 − T6)comp is due to the
witch of CE under the temperature sensors. The max-
mum computed difference (T4 − T6)comp is ∼0.2 K,
hich is much lower than the measured value, suggest-

ng that with the nominal petal twist pitch p = 410 mm
ne does not succeed in reproducing the measured tem-
erature increase, whatever the coupling parameters
nd the rotation of the cable under the heater are.

During the sample manufacturing, indeed, it turned
ut that the actual pitch of the last-but-one cabling stage
as ∼ 520−550 mm [4]. The computed (T4 − T6) is

eported in Fig. 2b as a function of the initial azimuthal
osition of petal #1, for the case p = 520 mm. Now
he computed value of (T4 − T6) well reproduces the
xperimental one, within its error bar, for a wide range
f azimuthal positions of CE #1 and realistic values of
HeHe, see above.
. The PFCI-FSJS local heater tests

Also the PFCI-FSJS consists of two short full-
ize CICC’s (legs) [5]. A local heater (active area

c
c
#
h

ition of the CE 1 in the conductor cross section where the heater

eHe (a) with petal twist pitch p = 410 mm and (b) with p = 520 mm.

5 mm × 20 mm) was mounted in a groove on the
acket on both legs, allowing to study the propagation of
heat slug in the conductor by means of a set of temper-
ture sensors (T4, T3 and T2) mounted downstream of
he heater (at 250, 400 and 600 mm distance, respec-
ively), on a jacket face at 90o to the face where the
eater is located. We study here the heat slug driven by a
ower of ∼ 14 W deposited for 10 s. We concentrate on
he right leg where, despite the absence of petal wrap-
ings, the temperature evolution at the sensors showed
learly the presence of non-uniformities on the cable
ross section.

.1. M3 model and results

The cross section of the PFCI-FSJS has been mod-
lled as in the GJ simulations, but an additional
ydraulic channel was considered to account for the

entral channel, which was open to the flow in this
ase. The heat is deposited only in one CE (the petal
1 in our model) in view of the very short length of the
eater, compared to the petal pitch ( ∼ 550–600 mm).
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ocal heater test (pulse amplitude ∼14 W, duration ∼10 s).

he free parameters of the analysis are the heat transfer
oefficients between the modelled cable components:
n view of the uncertainties on this point, we do not
ttempt here any validation, strictly speaking, but we
ust aim at demonstrating that there are suitable val-
es (∼100 W/m2K) of the heat transfer coefficients
etween helium and all other cable components, for
hich the M3 code is able to reproduce the experimen-

al evolution of temperature traces with good accuracy,
ee Fig. 3. The sensor T4 measures the temperature
f the petal #6, which is in contact with the heated
ne (petal #1); the sensor T3 measures the temperature
f the petal #4, which is the furthest from the heated
ne; finally, petal #1 passes by sensor T2. This explains
hy the peak in T2 is higher than the others, notwith-

tanding its location further away from the heater and
onfirms the strong relation between non-uniformity
f the temperature on the cable cross section and petal
wist. While the computed evolutions in T2 and T4
gree well with the experiment, in T3 the temperature is
ore overestimated, possibly because of accumulation

f errors in the heat transfer computations. In Fig. 3
he computed traces trail the measured ones because
he heat was deposited in the simulation directly in the
trands. Therefore, the diffusion from the jacket to the
trands cannot be accounted for.

. Conclusions
A new quasi-3D thermal–hydraulic model for the
TER CICC has been developed and validated against
xperimental data from different short but full-size
amples. The computed temperature gradients on the
at the sensors T4, T3 and T2 located along the PFCI-FSJS, during a

able cross section are in good agreement with the mea-
urements, provided, sufficiently accurate input data
re available on the cable geometry. Input uncertainties
ike the azimuthal position of the petals with respect to
he heater and/or the heat transfer coefficients between
he different cable components have been dealt with
arametrically, considering the sensitivity to their vari-
tion inside an acceptable range.

Besides the artificially induced temperature gra-
ients considered here, as a result of external local
eating, the model we developed will be extremely use-
ul for the analysis of intrinsically local (on the cable
ross section) heating mechanisms, like the normal
ransition of a single strand in a NbTi sudden quench
7].
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